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I. Introduction

She concept of supersymmetry is know» to have led to a

number interesting results (see, for example, refs.f1,2] ).

Especially interesting are the supersymmetric nodels, that

incorporate rang-Milla field [3
f
2,*t], since any realistic

field theory supposed to contain the*[5]. I?he usual Tang-

-Jlills field In four dimensions is In many ways similar to

the two-dimensional nonlinear С-node1 [б] . A supereyamet-

ric gauge field should have as its coincerpart a supersyia-

netric generalized nonlinear 0"-model. So the investigation

of th.3 two-dimensional supersymmetric coiral model proposed

in refe. £7|8] is of considerable interest. This model was

diecussed in refs.[9t10] and it was found that it had seve-

ral properties in common with the usual nonlinear O" -mo-

dels in ref. [10] it was shewn that in the leading order in

1/N dimensloan transmutation took place, which lead to ap-

pearence of equal masses for bosons and fermionst further

in ref.[9l> assuming the absence of multiple production and

factorization of the multiparticle S-matrix a total S-mat-

rix describing the scattering of these particles was cons-

tructed. The superaymuietric chiral field model is not only

a generalization of the nonlinaar С -model, but also of

the Gross-Neveu model, and this explains the well known si-

milarity between them \.2Л\ .

In this article the 1/B perturbation theory for super-

symmetric nonlinear <Т-model %ill be developed,the renoraa-

lizability of this model will be proved and also the two

first nontrivial polynomial quantum conserv d currents will

De found. Те shall explore the expiicicy supersymmetric

techniques that enables us to include automatically the



iararianoeproperties of the model. In aonstiractiog nantrivial

quantum conservation lews we shall proceed as in the case of

ref. (iij. ' Owing to resuito received in хеэ.«£,121, these

conservation laws give dynamic! foundation to the о -matrix

construction of ref«.f9J»

The article is organised as follows: in sec. II the clas-

sical description of the model and main notation are presen-

ted, in sec.Ill we derive the I/A/ supergrapb. teoimioueB in

explicit supersymmetric form, in sec.IT the absence of aulti-

ple production in the leading order in the \/N expansion

for 2 ~> 4 scattering amplitude is demonstrated, in sec.V

we discuss the renoxmalization of this model, la sec.YI the

quantum equations of motion are defined and, finally, the

first nontriv'.al quantum conservation laws are presented in

sec.VXI.

II. Notations

Here we aro e. amining the -V component 'sovector sup-

erfield ^>(X,Q)^{^
i
(.x,9),... *f

M
(X,Q)} defined over the

superspace (x^,@ ) (yw*O, 1 j oC*l#£ ) , where S are

anticomauting Majoranp spinors Q*6°«- 8 9 = 0 [л*] .

The соjugate spinor is defined -s

' Classical supersyiametrie nonlinear <T -model is consider-

ed by P.P.Eulish and A.M»Mil£Chailov, they obtained nonpolyno-

mial conservation laws. Quantum conservation laws are polyno-

mial due to presence of quantum anomalies.



nc the -oiloiring notations are being introduced:

The relations are as follows

2hs decomposition of the field

pears as

into components ap-

where П,. is a scalar field, Ц/. is а Мадогала spinor, r-

is a scalar field. Indices {, , j, , К axe isotopic, yVk, V

are Lorents c*̂  , /3 are spinor indices. Under the supercym-

aetry transformations 3Ĉ ,-> X ^ *• i/ £ O/4 0 , 0 -* o* * £ ,

where С is a spinor parameter, the superfield \p. (x Q )

transforms aa: ф.Дх.б)-^ vp
 L
 (X * L£ 2f © ; &"£ ) . The su-

persymnetric covari«int derivative has form Г13]

and we shall use the following representation for б mat-

rices

- / 0
U0 ; ,

In the light-cone variables X t =

rivatives appear as

0 )

r.ovariant de-



Operators , meet the following relations:

It is convenient to incroduce an invariant action func-

tional by using the Grassiaari Algebra incesjration concept

Tie supersymmetric ijagrangian and the constraint (super-

symmetric chirallcy condition) are respectively:

where ( • ,• ) is a scalar product in che isotopic vector

space. In the usual notations (1) correspond t;o the Lagran-

gian

L

and three constraints

After the eliaiination of г(эс) which ia not a dynamic va-

riable, we obtain the sum of the nonlinear O^-niodel (chi-

ral П -field,» Lagrangiau and fche Grose-Neveu model .uag-

raagial



and *wo

Applying the Roether theorem to invariant aotion S

t(i*3CeL 8 «£ we obtains the isotopic supereurrent X-

conservation lav through, the 0(H) invariance

^ 3/2 <*
and. the spin—vactor supercurrent i ̂  (X,9) conservatioii

law throush the translation and supertranelation invarian-

о) Л*)Л*)*"-о

The last law in common notations implies the energy-momen-

tum and current conservation

The supercurrent ± ^ obeys also a Jp. =U. In ad-

dition! the supertranslation invariance produces coneerva-

tion law of ths form <& J~ -0
t
 but current J" ie simp-

ly connected with current j" и



H I . Construction of the 1//V perturbation theory.

Let us write the Green function generating functional

as {ль\:

where i is the isovector superscalar source, Z
e
 is non-

essential normalisation fector, which will be subsequently om-

miSed. Using an auxiliary superfield JC(x,6)=J>CpcV^96C3C)

••• SCSjcTCx) one can represent the о -function as a functi-

onal lourier transform, then

Boundary conditions in (5) have been chosen asi Ф С в

where Ц>
ож
(9) is an arbitrary vector directed for instance,

along the A/ -th axis In isotopio space. Let us perform in

(5) the Euclidean rotation and integrate over the first

components of the superfield *Р°,Сх,в) t

where we have replaced Vj)̂  -* w Cj^ and i **\Тл

jr., ) • Hence, the lategrand acquires the fora



e/>p {-A/<5.J(JCI 4>v) *в(Л/) } appropriate for ftha Eap-

latce method tor the large A/ (cf.[i7 f 18l >• Let us find

s feationary pointa of the action S^ t

(7) ss»

i.e.

(7')

[1/2
-i

Restricting our attentiaon to the constant points of statio-

nary ty let's write vp
Wc
 , X

c
 as

DUe to the 2x>rentz invariance we have Ц/ц = зе
с
 = 0 . Talcing

into account that Euclidean Green function can be pre-ec-

ted as

U
(8)

-i



and comparing the terms with tne sane У -structure, we ob-

tain the system (7") la component form

(Tc a V c * p c РЫс = О
(9)

(гтт)2 K 2 *j5 c

2 +

Д Г А

Hejct we renormalize Л '. i/$ -> 1/% * IcLK Ik + ЛА ) (2ТГ)

( i t ' s equivalent to the subtraction with a soft mass M

in one loop tadpole). 'She system (9) has the following soluti-

ons:

и. n ^ - 0 , r^ = O,p
t
 = O, cr

e
»/

III, j)£+<Г
С
 = 0 , F

ĉ
 = Д П ^ , Я.^ is found from IS).

Solutions I and II correspond to the O(/V) symmetric pha-

ses. Solution I is a supersymmetric one and describes Л'

massive scalar and N massive, spinor particles with equal

masses «na
a
 =ул eotp {-4^/^] • Tbe solution II corres-

ponds to the violated supereymmetry and describes N mas

sive scalar particles with mass №. —м еоср{-̂ И'Д1 з̂ Л. Л/

massl.jss spinoi'S. The third solution corresponds to O ( W )

nonsymmetric phase and contains massless bosons (in this solu-

tion it is possible x;o obtain bath massive or massless fenni-



ons). It '-an be shown that the solution III is unstable. The

croice between I and II is performed by studying the effec-

tive potential in the \/N leading order. Froa the fora

of (Vi it immediately follows that the effective potential

in this erder is siaply the sum of the effective potentials

of tne common nonlinear O" -aodel and Gross-Seveu model

[Л
1
/] (cf. Appendix A). Since the contribution of component

Л. to the effective potential is the same in cases I and П ,

while the Gross-Hevca model effective potential is minisiised

at, р<5 ̂  0 , phase I is realised, This choice of phase

meets the general statemert proved within ъЬе framework of

the ordinary perturbation theory for seme Eupersymiaetric mo-

dels, that there is no dynamic violation of supersyaneTry

• Therefore, superfield ^p
w
 has zero asyi_ptotics, while

,e)-?J)
c
 when x|->o=

Integrating over \фц in (6) we have

In order to constract the iIN perturbation theory we

expand the exponent of integrand around poi_it X
t

=
P g

 =
 nrv ,

X =» rYl *~f » It can be seen from the above expression that

in the 1/Л/ leading order the model contains N massive bo-

sons end A/ massive fermions of equal masses wi — M •

•eocp(-4ff/#) ["1C~]. All the next orders can be derived froa the

expression



Щ ) -- fe*p {-$ [Лц-A j

(11)
 J

where I* is the JC -field propagator given

(12) ^

.fCo) - ± f ̂ i
1 P
 *J0MO4K

x
«

/>• (к.) ^

and each term ./• W^nt) ie nonlocal vertex that graphi-

cally appears as a loop of К propagators D (p,$i,&г")

given by

with к external Jc -lines (fig.1). The last term in (11)ie

represented by the sum "divided" loops with, the sourves in

each "cut" and an arbitrary number of 1С -lines (fig.2). Si-

milarly to the common СГ-model thie graphic scheme is oomp-

letly equivalent to the one consisting oft local JC *f
2

vertices, (Ц),% ) vertices which describe the source \ in-

teraction, ̂ C -fileds propagator» of the fora (12)and »f
t
-

-fieldspropagators

12



where factor 0(р,9
1 (
9

г
) is as in (13) (fig,J>. In this

technique the following types of graphs are not allowed fori

tadpoles of one ф -line pointloop and insertions into the

T -line of one loop graphs built out of two ф-lines.

In refs. i.17>48j ite was shown for the Gross-Heveu model

and nonlinear O"-model respectively, that the connected
от

Green functions can be expanded in 1/H: G-,
o

 =
 ^_ '

Cl/Л/) G-
2e
 » moreover only a finite number of graphs

contributes to the К -th order. The supergraph technique we

have constructed is quite analogous to the one for common

nonlinear O^-model (П-field) and therefore the above sta-

tement holds in our cause. Moreover, the only connected su-

pergraphs contributing to >?he K-th order in 1/H are those,

in which precisely к- £•1 independent TC-loops remain

atfter the ̂  -line s have been contracted (2£ is a number of

external *p -line s),

17. Absence of Multiple Production in the Scattering

Amplitude 2 -» 4 in the 1/ВГ Leading Order

Just like in the common nonlinear CT*-model [22*] the

multiple production is abeent in the model under conside-

ration. To demonstrate this property we shall discuss amp-

litudes 2 ^ 4 up to the order 1/ff . Corresponding super-

graphs are shown in fig. 5,6 . Here, the external lines

denote fields obeying the free equations of motion



(15)

Besides, all the isotopic indices will be systematically

ignored.

The mutual cancellation of graphs of fig.5 and-6 occures

provided that any oneloop graph of ordinary two dimensional

field theories can be presented as a sum of the "tree" - ty-

pe graphs appearing from the divisions of the loop by the

all possible pairs of lines (fig»7) [20] . Momenta K-
t
 , K;

are on the mass shell and dashed lines correspond to numera-

tors of propagators only. This property holds for super -

graphs as well, since its proof[20) does not depead on the

explicit form of tne propagator's numerators.

The decomposition of the graph we are interested in

(fig.6) is given in fig. 8. Firstly, note that the numeri-

cal multiples т(р
;
-р^) cancel with factors t(p-

t
"Pj.^

of the propagators (14) and henceforth will not be written

out. In the common chiral model £21 ] this property in fact

ends the proof provided the external lines corresponding,

for example, to momenta Рз , p^ of fig. 5a and 6a been

the same. However, in the supersymmetric case these lines

depend also on the Grassman variables being integrated.

The same situation takes place with all the remaining

graphs of fig. 8 - each of them contains two additional

Grassman variables, - namely one in the external vertex and

an other in the ternal one - as compared to the

graphs of fig. 5. We present below the main steps of the

14



Gressaaa iafcegral calculation for the graph of fig.Sa)

due to perfect analogy of the other cases b), c), ... .

Let as denote the graph drawn at f±6.9 as И (0
4
,р

р<4,П,0з) .We faf.ve to prove that»

where ^ ( p ^ ) «вал.» ths posltive-frequenoy part of the

superfieldt Vp*(p, ̂ ) в П*(р)
 +
»|Ч'*(Р) • ̂C«?> F*Cp)

Subsequently we shall use tbe scalar product in spinor spa-

ce С * ) (fee (BID » ̂ -*
в
 properties are listed in Appendix

B.

At first let us calculate in (16) the Grassman inte-

gral over 63 » Substituting the explicit forme of the pro-

pagators we obtain:

It is convenient to introduce instead of momenta p
3
 p

4

their sum Рз*Р*
5
$. ев*

1
 difference р

3
-р^гф • The

conditions p £ я
 Кл

г
 are written ae the orthogorality condi-

tion CL-cj^O and normalisation one c^,
2
»4 m

2
- ф

1
 . The

calculation of the integral (17) is a purely algebraic opera-

tion based on the properties of scalar product ( * > and

ega,(B2). 2h« final answer is»



LTow one ought to nultiplj (18) bv Ц) ̂ р
3
и \ ̂Ур

ч
 Y)} and

perform the integral;ion. We eliminate the auxiliary field
_ _ +•

r
 via. acuations of

then ec.(ib) tafcas the forms

Substituting here the explicit expression (18) and perfoi

ing integration we obtain:

(19)

-mS(0
2
)[m



llobe "that the spinor components af supen'ield axe not;

arbitrary, out obey the Dixac equation: 1/2 (.ЯЛЯ̂  J ^ 1 ~

= my3 , i/2 (^.-^,) = 4<V«1 . itultiplying each of them from

the left by ^ we obtain: nfl.

/

?heae relations allow us to reprssent (19) in rorms

we have to sbow now is that

C20)

However, according to the definition of the зса!аг product,

the f irst term in (20) contains ai l the possible double pro

Aucts of fields Ц/̂ Ц/̂  -componertES [$-{ty<i)(Q2

%%) ~ H^^i,2'

^®l+Vly№i®Z-Vsy<KK-Vl4l9l®3 , but the second tern

СЧ*з"4*4) •*•£ conta±5.i products with non-coincident indices

only. Thus equality (20) would not hola fox arbitrary Ц'з ,

^г, , so, again one has to" use ths Dirac equations which

connect differont components 01 the fields. Denote (^'(Atfyt)

uhen via. the two-dimensional character, the orthogcj.ali"ty

condition С^-^.»0 takes the form q* С (a J Of)where C"

is defined by the normalization condition: ca»(Qa-4w

In this parametrization the Dirac squaticns look 113ie:

T7



Using tiiea by rows we obtain, two identity»

and multiplying ir-vo other ones:

Substituting them into (20) we get the desired sero, and

hence the eq.(16) is proved.

7. Eenox-malizability aad ûantuio Superchirality Condition

Let us consider an arbitrary supergraph with N •ver-

tices, -L internal and <£ external lines, and calculate

CO - the maximum degree in momenta [24] . The main contri-

bution to CO comes from the product of exponentials 1л

propagators (12), (.1*)* ^^P^i %x tyfc ® 4 •
 e a c Q

term in the expansion of this exponential ((fy ф- 6̂ . ) ...

'••(®1Аь®ь
1
)

Ы
'

1:
 (eCt

a
0,l,2) grows like Zotj, .It

was showr, in ref«[E5] -"or scalar superfield model that

^>oi-62% where 5V - is a maximal number of mutually dis-

joint lines. This estimation remains correct for the model

in question as well, and consequently one can write CO*

(tjs,*2ST, where СО$ is the maximum degree In momenta of the

graph composed of "scalar" (without 6 -в) parts of propa-

gators (12), (14) only. To calculate 60$ we consider the

leading term of the order p in f (p) power expansion

then» CJg
 m
Z{ V*r~N'"•'I) • » where Ljt is the num-



bex of T - l i n e s . Salting into account that 2 L r •*£•** i

we obtain*

Let UJ separate graphs with CO^O о First of all one

that the set of JC -linos is mutually disjoint, hence* if

Zfjc-O ^п-2ТГ=Л/ and CO =2 , if <£^ = 1 the»

N'\ and CJ=O , and if oZ^'.2 then 21Г*

which in case 291" = N gives о?
 я
0 • However,

naive power counting does not give tlie correct list of di-

vergent super^raphs. Inis property Inherent in supersymmet-

ry, have been atill found in the Wess-Zumino model Г"*»?] •

where the simple loop is logarithmically divergent, but the

factor e/xp v? p fl leads to the aubstraction of secqnd

degree polynomial. The more detailed analysis uf coeffici-

ent function structure, presented in Appendix C, shows tha""-

in considered model the'only divergent superyraphs are tho-

se with oCjf^O and лГ̂ с = 1 , moreover the superficial di-

vergence is logarithmic in both, cases. ' Due to this fact

the action on supergraphs oi standard D r n i - K- -ope-

ration Г
2
71 with the index" defined by eq.(21) destroys the

supersymEatry and leads to oversubtraction.

Following to ̂ 28] we herely substitute in the defini-

•
K

tion of subtraction scheme the Taylor operator x, 5(0)
c

1 The same answer can be recieved by the method asad in

ref.[26].

19



Ъу the operator

It preserves supersymmetry and correctly renormalizes super-

graphs if 8 = COg (cf. Appendix C). Propagators (12),

contain also the additional terms of form m <5 (®i~9j)

and since T 5(бг9а ) = "5 (e.-6
2
)t , to avoid over-

subtraction operator t should be sliphtly iaodified: one

multiplies all the masses in propagator numerators by para-

meter J\ t № -» Я In and defines the action of t so that

t^M<r
s
-

d
 then T

After ell subtraction has been performed we put .Я equal

to one. Thus the following choice of subtraction operator

СЛ — 4" leads to subtraction scheme which keepe super-

syametiy and meets all ordinary requirements ^24, 2"p].

All supexgraphB with nonlocal vertices <y being

renoimalized with "hard" mass m. , the divergent one point-

loop graphs with one external JC -line, that leads to sta-

tionarity condition,is renormalized with "soft" mass /л

Г29] (for details concerning the subtraction scheme with

the "soft" mass see ref. [iijand refs. cited there).

Taking into account the 0(/V) invariance and super-

symmetry applying this subtraction scheme we obtain the fol-

lowing effective Lagrangian:

( 2 3 )

20



where field products in. coiaoidijag pointз axe interpreted

as composite operators, constructed according to the sub -

traction procedure with "hard" mass rYt , and subscript*

denotes the absence of graphs drawn, at fig.4-,

iftirther conciderable simplification of the effective

Lagrangiaa <*~ Щ i3 achieved via. ouantua superchirality

condition, which, may be written in the forms

C
2
^ Л £ L(4>'f-Fl(x,0) = (c)KoA4 [P] Cx.8),

where P - i s an arbitrary polynomial in Ц>, X suS. tneir-

derivatives of dimension Or . The aormal product

i s defioied by

•e«p

L

operator product A is equal to N TL-^t,"t)
 }

 finite

part "f.p. is obtained by the well-known, "forest" formula

[27, 28, 29] , generalized for the case of supergraph with

external insertion u The equation (24) is quantun generali-

zation of classical condition Ц) = свлДэЬ , and its pro-

of is strictly analogous to one for the common nonlinear

O^-model f^d]. Рог К »1 this proof is given at fig.

10, and for the other К it runs in the seme way.

Provided the eq.(24) the effective Lagrangian can be

presented in simple form:



where & and о are finite count т Germs added to fit the

physical normalization, conditions for two point ^ -field

Green function (see Appendix D).

Thus, finally, the rencrmalized Lagraagian aC^a (2 5)

differs from the initial one by the wave function and coupl-

ing constant renormalizavion only, i.e. the modal is eviden-

tly rencrmalizable. Note that the presence of the counter-

terms OU , v leads to additional elements in supergraph

techniques (fig.11).

VI. Quantum equations of motion and conservation of super-

currents

Quantum equations of motion are derived from the Lagra-

ngian ~eit (written in light-cone variables in two-dimen-

sional Minkowslci space) with the help of proceuore proposed

in ref. [М]«

Analysis of supcrgraphs drawn in fig.12 gives:

в к <лГр)г<оур](х,в) X > =

L

- i l

22



where Д
е
^

е

ft) denote anisotropic normal product with one oversub-

traction in >f-line ["И, я ] .

Relations (26) are quantum equations of motion. Not*

that the second term in r.h.s. of (26) is "anomalous" and

leads to "quantum modernization" of the classical integrals

of motion. The latft term la r.h.s. of (26) corresponds to

"contact terms" (or "Schwinger terms")*

The quantum isotopic supercurrent conservation law па-

те the form:

(27) =
" T T

Noting that vVC^
> L
{4

)
^n

 л
«-^/Сф*{^Ч1 we соше to

the conclusion that the quantum isotopic supercurrent con-

servation law coincides with the classical law (up to the

"contact terns").

How to consider the conservation of quantum supercux-

rent <r и we apply operator № to the matrix element
»
 r

 is 3/2 ct

corresponding to the £ _. and obtain»

23



the th i rd and the forth teims сапсеЛ each other, while the

le f t terms via. \.H С { Ц> ] 1 7̂  СетгУ1" give a "quan-cum modi-

fication" of the true ere urrent cor "ervation law:

- - ^ a.ac/4- и x> - 5. t .
For explicit calculation of quantum supercurrent components

•we use Zimmermari's identities; the latter together ъ±ъп. quan-

tum superchiralitj- condition (24-) and quantum equation? of

motion (26) imp.Lys



(Coefficients A , «-̂  , С that appear in r.h.t», cf Zimmer

man's identities axe given explicitly in term of the ГГТ

Green function. [32J). Extracting the explicit-form of

|Л С {Ц)"5 J from the eq. (£9) «uad substituting it in an.

(25) we obtain the quantum conservation law

(50)

?ha eq. (30) is a quantum counterpart of the classical con-

servation law $3 ( 3) Ц> , dD <£) Ц> ) = 0 , i.e. it repre-

sents the quantum energy—moEentum conservarion law in super-

symnetric form.

711. rlontrivial Quan ..̂  ̂ on^erva'cion Law

jon"cxivid.l quantum sonservauicn laws for thcj consice-

red. nodel can be derived according to the тепегах ochent
1

described in

To obtaiii the first nonrrivial conser^/ation lav.' »» cori-

sider the linear combination of operators of dl^cnrion 7/2: ''

' Ив attribute dimension 1/2 to supercynaaexiric covariant

derivative dD.



each of them is 0(A/) invariant scud has the structure of

ruperfiensor
 t
oD - • • <*.), . Aeting on each operator by the

covariant derivative oo and taking into account eqs.(2A->,

(26) and Zimmerman's iiantities, we obtain a sum of composi-

te operators of diaaaasion 4 and super*ensor structure

t
tt/ . . . «CJ . Bveiy term of this sum ib a linear combinati-

on (up to total derivative Ю J*i Г--Л ) of operators

>4, a! if)]
Tb»s, taking ^ as

Л

we obtain

where coefficients oC aad ^ can always be chosen so that

Tho next nontrivial quantum supercurrent. ± can

be constructed in the saoe way. To obtain it it is necessa-

ry to consider a linear combination of independent (up to

total derivatives) invariant operators of d1mansion 11/2

with the supertensor structure ^ . . . JD, *



Appendix A

The effective potential for the considered model can be

obtained frcm the expression (this aethod of derivation of

the effective potential was proposed in ref«[£2~) )

where vpw> , JL9 are zero modes, and ф^ с

 =
 ^А/

X
c
 ^J^c +-<S(6)<3̂  . Integrating over the first N-\

components of the superfield
 K
S> we obtain in the leading

order in I/A/ (cf.eq,(6))

0?o compute the last term in (Д2) we note that Ti

•*^P
C
1*O , that is easy to check directly (cf.

Then*

Expanding the logarithm into the power series and perfor-

ming (y -integration
f
 we obtain in Eucledean variabless

(A3)
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Performing renormali7iation (subtraction* with the "soft"

mass in one pointlcop tadpole) we get

"he conditions of extremum 0V/0R, -0 and aV/dCK = 0

епаЫз us to find the connection between auxiliary variables

K/ 5". and the dynamic variables

cr
c

 e
/ «

l

substituting (AS ) in (A*l) we have finally:

This potential possasses extremum at

и

^R., p\ assumes it's absolute minimum in the case I

o'p
Cj
)=0 with <J^=0



Appendix В

Qua can define in the space of two-component epinors

an invariant scalar product (T*t7) with С as metric ten-

sor. For anticoamuting spinors this product ie symmetxio

(3*^)
 =
 ( Ч * 3 ) *

 H a v i Q
S represented the epiaors In col-

ums it is possible to represent it in matrix foxn

Any real Z
 X
Z matrix is an operator in spinor space and

it defines bilinear forms» ( 3 • A ^ ) = ̂ C A T[ and

(А3-»^) = 3
Т
А

Т
С~

1
17 , with (3A^)»-3AV7 . The con-

jugate operator A is defined as ( A ? • *? )
 =
 ("?• A t) ) and

is equal to A dLtA • For the p matrices used thought

the text we have р ^ я - р from which follows that

) ( ) f y ) ( ^ ) 2 ( 9 ) . The
Grassman nature of spinors manifests itself in vanishing

number of terms in products with repeating variables* The

following relations take place:

(B2)

and allow to transform to the convenient form all polynomi-

als of si.m1.lar type.
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Appendix С

1st us construct the c< -representation for the consi-

dered supsrgraphs. Noting that т (р) can be presented

in the form ['\£\ t

D ' 1

Having limitteu ourselves to one constract term in D power

expansion, we observe tbat the dftnomiaator ic. (12) cancels

and henc*, in constructing the oC -representation ail the

°̂ к cora'esponding to jfc -lines; should be taken equal to

zero. In this approximation we can use c< -representation

for the Wess-Zu-diio model, proposed in ref.[25jj omitting

the aboveaentioneO. oCx and modifying spinor algebra. Then

the coefficient function of an arbitrary supergraph can be

written in the following iorm (we took only exponentials in

propagators (12), (14)):

is a standard factor inherent to the scalar theory, and T ,

С appear due to supersymmetry and are equal to:

The I -summation runs over all the trees, О - summation-, J -



- over all "trees with a cycle", Xg, la a linear combina-

tion of external xrorcenta.

To determine <X -singularity structure in the origin

we perform a standard change of variables: oC • •» /\ ~r-^ ,

21 T • = d » then;

<LA

As follows from the expression above, the factor

increases the power in external monenta, but does not con-

tribute to singularity in A , while factor e/*p |/\ С I

increasing pole singularity is independent of p at all.

In the power expansion of the lirst and second exponentials

niay appear no логе than 2ТГ lines, v;ith respect to their

aultiplioity, i.e. no more than 2 ^ Grassman variables.The

latter defines both aa naxifial degree in -oaenta, as the

singularity structure in И which is equal to 4+ CJ
s
/2*

+tT = CJ/2 + { <• However due to translation invariance of С

which don't possess I , this estimation is not exact when

2ТГ* = /V , Pamely, the second sum in (C'l) runs over all

the lines of the cycle incorporated in «J , and denoting

vertices as at fig.1£ we have:

Due to к | р 0 = - @ р Г ) this is equal tc:
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For the cycle with an even number of vertices, the formula

is similar, so we sea that С ±в a function of A/'i differen-

ces only, and th.6 term containing r/ Grassman variables

turns to zero and the sinr̂ ilaxity is one less.

Let us consider the action of T. -operator on a coef-

ficient function of a supergra^h. Due to (22) T " commutes

with fc/xp T (p
>
 0

 )O
l) i

but Т "
Х
 C

k
(e,oi) = C'

C
(0

1
oi)t

 S +
 . Since the Ward

identities are Justified by the supertranslati^u properties

of 1 and С [25Q supersymmetry is preserved, while an in-

crease of the index of % af er its commutation with £

leads to correct number of subtractions.

t> 13



Appendix Л

Let us find ал explicit form of the total trwo-poiat

Green function. Firstly, cote that any 3upergraph with two

external Ц>. -lineb can be presented aet

1

where coefficients С and d diverge logarithmically, and

their renormalized values are defined up to an arbitrary con-

stant. Denoting 21 ( p, 9 13 ) the set of all П Т super-

graphs of indicated typv., we can present graphically the to-

tal Green function P (p»9> j )
 a a

 ^
 fi

6«
 1
*»

2fo find I" we have to calculate the following Grassman

integrals»

For the sake of simplycity we shall omit all thr Grassman

variables and then (D1) can be written in symbolic formi

A=p
2
B , A*B=A, B*B-B

Then the first two nontrivial terms in г (p, 9, J ) a >e re

spectively»
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If we denote rn(C*cl) =<* f (Cp
2*dm 2) = £ , then it

is easy to find a general expressioni

The following calculations consist in summing up the geomet-

ric series and finally:

p2(4-c)W(l+oL)
2

Tc normalise r(p..)two independent conditions are needed,

and due to explicit supersynmetric form of r it is suffi-

cient to normalise its feimionio part \(1"С)тб@ -2(\+d}'

"
m
 ® ] 1 /1 P

2
 d~

c
 f' •«" (1

+
 «* )

г
 } only. Constants С ,

cL are fixed by the usual conditions: 1) coincidence of

m with the physical mass, 2) abaense of radiative cor-

rections in external fermionic lines [24J• Tne corresponding

conditions for bosons are automatically fulfilled.
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